The Perfect Summer: England 1911, Just Before the Storm by Juliet Nicolson Call No. 942.083 NICOLSON
A fascinating anecdotal history of Edwardian high society.

The World of Downton Abbey by Jessica Fellowes Call No. 791.4572 Fellowes
A behind-the-scenes look at the show and Edwardian society.

Below Stairs by Margaret Powell Call No. B Powell Margaret
Memoir of a 1920s English maid, inspired by Upstairs Downstairs

Life Below Stairs: True Lives of Edwardian Servants by Alison Maloney Call No. 941.0823 Maloney
First-hand stories of the trials and tribulations of servants during the Edwardian era.

Lady Almina and the Real Downton Abbey by Lady Fiona Carnarvon Call No. B Carnarvon Almina
The true story of the illegitimate daughter of a Rothchild, who married into Highclere Castle.

Lady Catherine, the Earl, and the Real Downton Abbey by Lady Fiona Carnarvon Call No. B Carnarvon Catherine
Daughter-in-law to Lady Almina, tells the story of the American beauty who presided over Highclere in the 1920s and 30s.

The Secret Rooms: A True Story of a Haunted Castle, a Plotting Duchess, and a Family Secret by Catherine Bailey Call No. 941.082 Bailey
Complex tale of love, honor, and betrayal in the grand salons of Britain’s stately homes in the early 20th century.
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The Governess of Highland Hall by Carrie Turansky
Habits of the House by Fay Weldon
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Mysteries
Royal Flush by Rhys Bowen
A Spider in the Cup by Barbara Cleverly
Shadows & Lies by Marjorie Eccles
The Cater Street Hangman by Anne Perry
A Duty to the Dead by Charles Todd